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Introduction

Life science R&D is producing data of a greater quantity
and complexity than ever before. At the same time,
there’s been a corresponding increase in the number of
data sources and repositories that scientists work with
on a daily basis. With robotics, analytical instruments,
databases, and software all generating or interacting
with data, it becomes a challenge for scientists to tie
data together into meaningful conclusions.
Benchling’s developer platform is designed for the
complexity of modern life science R&D. By integrating
Benchling’s natively unified applications with other
data sources and repositories, you can not only cut
down on scientist busywork and manual errors,
but build completely novel functions to help your
organization reach breakthrough discoveries faster.
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Benchling’s developer platform supports a wide
variety of integration and ETL use cases, from
automatically syncing Benchling with other
informatics tools and databases, to pushing and
pulling data from instruments like liquid handlers
and freezers. We designed Benchling’s integration
capabilities so that you can easily unify Benchling
with your existing informatics ecosystem and build
completely novel functionality specific to your
business needs.
The developer platform offers REST APIs that
provide CRUD access to most data in Benchling,
a SQL warehouse to run database queries, and an
events framework to notify your integrations about
changes that have occurred. The APIs represent all
data as JSON, and accepts JSON input to create and
update data in Benchling. Customers have written
integrations that can convert data from all kinds
of formats, including CSV, TSV, and ADF (Allotrope
Data Format), to JSON so that data can be uploaded
into Benchling.
Our events framework allows you to configure
a Webhook to receive messages every time an
applicable event occurs on Benchling, or to receive
events through AWS EventBridge. To learn more
about our developer platform, check the docs
here: https://docs.benchling.com/docs/developerplatform-overview
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EXAMPLES OF SYSTEMS WE’VE INTEGRATED WITH
Software
•

Informatics systems (ex. IDBS, Core LIMS, Genedata, Biovia,
Sapio, CDDVault, Chromeleon, custom registries, custom LIMS)

•

Molecular biology tools (ex. Snapgene, Geneious, Vector NTI)

•

Analytics tools (ex. FlowJo, Prism, Spotfire, Tableau)

Databases
Amazon S3 buckets, Egnyte databases, NCBI gene database, custom
network file systems.

Instruments
•

Freezers (ex. Askion)

•

Fermenters and bioreactors (ex. Eppendorf)

•

Liquid handlers (ex. Tecan, PAA, Hamilton, Echo, and Biomek)

•

Printers (ex. Zebra)

•

Barcode scanners

•

Materials testing machines (ex. DMA machines, Zwick machines,
and light microscopes)

•

qPCR machines and DNA sequencing machines (ex. Eppendorf)

•

Plate readers and FACS machines (ex. Molecular Devices)
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Connecting Benchling with third-party databases
THE CHALLENGE
The potential reasons to connect
Benchling with a third-party database
are manifold. Having a single database
or data lake to standardize data across
numerous systems is a business goal
for many of our clients. In addition,
archiving certain data from Benchling —
chiefly, Notebook entries that have gone
through a witness and review process —
is oftentimes a regulatory necessity.

Benchling's Solution
Whether you're using an Amazon S3 bucket, an Egnyte database, a custom network file
system, or an entirely different system, you can back up your Benchling data. Clients use
event-based integrations to push PDFs of Benchling Notebook entries to their database of
choice whenever an entry is signed off on. Alternatively, you can sync your Benchling data –
Notebook entries, sequences, samples, and other data – into an external system at regular
intervals of time or based on other triggers.
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Event-based synchronization between Benchling and a third-party LIMS
THE CHALLENGE
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Benchling's Solution
Through an events-based integration, Benchling sends a message to the client's server
whenever a cell line development request is created or updated. Subsequently, Benchling
pushes the output samples and related data into the third-party LIMS. Among this data are
the sequence and annotations of the input plasmid, the location of the output cell line, and
user information. Certain Benchling clients leverage a version of this integration where the
third-party LIMS conducts an automated analysis of the output sample and automatically
pushes the results back to the sample record in Benchling.
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Benchling for Lab Automation: Optimizing plate-based workflows with
fully unified informatics
THE CHALLENGE
Lab automation has become a
critical part of life science R&D,
but companies are still unable to
maximize the benefits from their
automation investments. Lab
informatics remain disconnected
from high-throughput instruments
and automation hardware, creating
bottlenecks for data aggregation and
sample traceability that impede the
pace of research.

Benchling's Solution
Benchling for Lab Automation gives R&D teams a centralized environment to design, document,
and run 100s-1000s of samples in their entire workflow with complete traceability. It makes
possible a direct connection between Benchling and liquid handlers and analytical instruments,
such that scientists can generate run instructions and capture results without ever leaving
Benchling. Benchling automatically interlinks these instructions and results with the samples
used and the experiment to which they are relevant. Beyond increasing scientist productivity
and experimental throughput, this means that R&D teams can unlock new, data-driven insights
from their high-throughput programs. Learn more about Benchling for Lab Automation.
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Connecting high-performance liquid chromatography analysis with Benchling
THE CHALLENGE
One of our clients’ biologics teams
relies heavily on chromatography
instruments. Their scientists would
run a chromatography instrument,
analyze the data in a third-party
software, email another scientist
requesting them to review the data,
and then, upon passing the review,
manually upload the analyzed data
to a standalone lab notebook and a
spreadsheet. Sending this data for
review was cumbersome and didn’t
establish a reliable audit trail. And
the manual step of uploading the
output of the analyses to the lab
notebook and spreadsheets was
error-prone and tedious, leading to
lost and disconnected data.
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Benchling's Solution
Benchling integrates directly with our client’s data analysis software so that upon completing
their analysis, the scientist can directly send the results to Benchling, at which point it’s
automatically associated with the appropriate Notebook entry and linked to the appropriate
samples and bio-entities. It’s also submitted for review to the relevant parties via the Benchling
Notebook’s review functionality. With this integration, our client’s scientists no longer need
to send review requests via email, manually upload data to a standalone notebook and a
disconnected spreadsheet, or spend subsequent hours searching for their data across disparate
systems. It’s all automatically centralized and interlinked within Benchling.
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Automating check-in / check-out for smart freezers
THE CHALLENGE
Many of our clients use smart
freezers and fridges to simplify
inventory tracking. But keeping them
in-sync with other inventory and
sample tracking software – as well as
connecting sample chain of custody
with experimental results – is often a
manual process. This routinely leads
to incomplete or inaccurate data.

Benchling's Solution
Our clients have connected Benchling to a wide variety of smart/robotic freezers and fridges.
When a scientist wants to retrieve, for example, a vial of a particular cell line, they search for the
cell line in Benchling Inventory. Then, they identify a particular vial of it and submit a request
in Benchling to tell the freezer to retrieve the vial. This request is tied to a specific experiment
that the scientist is working on. After the scientist picks up the vial from the freezer, Benchling
denotes that vial as "checked out". Once the scientist is finished with the vial, they either mark it
as expended or return it to the freezer so it can be automatically "checked back in" on Benchling.
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Streamlining primer ordering for sequencing cores
THE CHALLENGE
For sequencing cores, keeping track of
existing primers and knowing what to
order is a fundamental but complex
process. Determining the primers
needed for a particular plasmid,
comparing that against existing
inventory (and keeping that inventory
up-to-date), and compiling order forms
while associating all of these activities
back to a particular sequencing run is
a tall order when operating with siloed
legacy systems.

Benchling's Solution
The Benchling platform comprises fully unified applications for molecular biology design
and inventory tracking. For our client's sequencing core, a scientist can specify, in a table in
a Benchling Notebook entry, the plasmids that they plan to sequence. This triggers an event
that runs a custom function on those plasmids to identify which primers are needed and
are not already somewhere in the Benchling inventory. This custom function then creates
an order form and returns it in the Notebook entry, complete with links to the primers in
Benchling. The scientist can then upload that form to a third-party reagent provider.
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Linking plate readers with Inventory and Workflow tracking
THE CHALLENGE
Many Benchling clients rely heavily on
plate readers to run a wide variety of
assays. However, these plate readers
rarely synchronized with their storage
or record keeping systems. As a
result, experimental results weren't
automatically linked to samples,
necessitating frequent and manual data
entry. Beyond requiring scientist time
to be spent on data entry, records were
frequently inaccurate. This limited our
client’s ability to maintain accurate
institutional knowledge and prolonged
time to IND filing.

Benchling's Solution
By integrating with plate readers, Benchling automatically connects assay results and
changes in container locations and concentrations with sample records. Benchling also
connects these results and changes with the Workflow task associated with the assay run.
As a result, not only are samples automatically up-to-date, but assay runs are contextualized
within a larger project. This allows our clients to save significant time and answer business
questions with full experimental histories.
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Running complex queries on data from a manufacturing data warehouse
THE CHALLENGE
A clinical-stage immunotherapy
company frequently transfers clinical
samples from a manufacturing
facility (where data is tracked in a
manufacturing database) to a laboratory
facility (where data is tracked in an
R&D database). When conducting the
transfer, data must be pulled in from
the manufacturing database, and new
data (ex. location) must be appended to
the samples. The APIs of their existing
LIMS were incapable of transferring
information between the two databases.
In addition, groups at the laboratory
facility needed to run complex queries
on these samples, which the LIMS also
couldn't support. As a result, the onus
was on users to manually transfer
relevant data between the databases,
leading to lost time and unreliable data.
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Benchling's Solution
Benchling automated data transfer between the client’s databases, as well as running
complex queries, saving scientists time and ensuring real-time data reliability. Upon arrival at
the lab, samples are scanned into Benchling, pulling in relevant data from the manufacturing
database, generating registered samples in Benchling, and associating them with locations
in the lab. Additional information, such as when the sample was received at the lab, is also
automatically appended. Instead of manually keeping track of the samples, everything is
automated. And instead of having to export data and then run a manual search on it for
samples ready for assays, assay groups simply run this query through the Benchling API.
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Implementing proprietary algorithms within Benchling
THE CHALLENGE
A client in the gene therapy space runs
high-volume proprietary analyses on
sequence files. Previously, scientists
would manually download, zip, and
send these sequences over email to
another team to run the analysis. Then,
the sequences would be sent back over
email and re-uploaded into a standalone
molecular biology tool, creating
duplicates of the newly analyzed
sequences. Results from this analysis
would also have to be manually added
to other systems of record. These steps
were time consuming, compounded
the chances of errors, and negatively
impacted accurate record-keeping.

Benchling's Solution
Since moving to the Benchling platform, this client now handles sequence analyses through
Benchling's Requests application. A scientist selects the sequences they want to analyze,
and the team responsible for the analysis is notified. Using Benchling’s API, they then run
a script on the sequences without extracting them from Benchling. The sequences are
automatically updated in Benchling with the results of the analysis. Our client no longer has
to manage complicated chains of exporting, zipping, running, re-uploading, scanning for
duplicates, and updating links.
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